BOOKS FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS ABOUT GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL AND TRANSGENDER ISSUES

Books for Teachers located in Axinn Library (* denotes that book is found in the CMC in Hagedorn)

PICTURE BOOKS

Antonio’s Card, PZ73 .G59155 Ant P
The Different Dragon, PZ7 .B832 Dif P-I
And Tango Makes Three, PZ7 .R39495 E
Molly’s Family, PZ7 .G165 Mo
King, King and Family, PZ7 .H11132 Ki E
Best best colors
Monicka’s Papa is Tall*
Ryan’s Mom is Tall *
Emma and Meesha My Boy: A Two Mom Story*
Mini Mia and Her Darling Uncle *
Daddies Roommate, PZ7 .W655485 P-I
My Two Uncles, PZ7 .V67 E
Heather Has Two Mommies, PZ7 .N47988 E
While You Were Sleeping

YOUNG ADULT BOOKS

The Drowning of Stephan Jones, PZ7 .G8283 JH-HS
Eight Seconds, PZ7 .F4174 I-HS
My Heartbeat, PZ7 .W5597 JH
Pretty Things, PZ7 .M315653 I-JH
Target, PZ7 .J6324 JH
Unlived Affections, PZ7 .S5288 JH
What Happened to Lani Garver, PZ7 .P7323 JH-HS
Baby Be-bop, PZ7 .B61945 HS
Boy Girl Boy, PZ7 .K8187 JH-HS
The Manny Files*
Totally Joe, PZ7 .H83727 I-JH
Boy Meets Boy, PZ7 .L57965 I
Absolutely, Positively Not, PZ7 .L3234 JH-HS
Girl Nearly 16, Absolute Torture*
Between Mom and Jo, PZ7 .P44158 JH-HS
Swimming in the Monsoon Sea, PZ7 .S4655 JH
Vintage: A Ghost Story*
Someday this Pain will be Useful To You, PZ7 .C14347 Som JH-HS
Wide Awake, PZ7 .L5798 JH-HS
Far From Xanadu*
Grl2Grl*
Getting it, PZ7 .S19475 JH-HS
Rainbow Boys, PZ7 .S19475 JH-HS
Rainbow High, PZ7 .S19475 HS
Freak Show, PZ7 .S14238 Fre I-JH
The Center of the World, PZ7 .S82635 JH-HS
ParrotFish*

NON-FICTION

What if Someone I Know is Gay: Answers to Questions about What it Means to be Gay and Lesbian*
When I Knew*
Hear Us Out!: Lesbian and Gay Stories of Struggle, Progress, and Hope, 1950 to the Present.*
The Heart Has it Reasons: Young Adult Literature with Gay/Lesbian/Queer Content, PS374.H63 C37 2006
The Full Spectrum: A New Generation of Writing*
Hear Me Out: True Stories of Teens Educating and Confronting Homophobia*
Out Law: What LGBT Youth Should Know about Their Legal Rights*
The Gay and Lesbian Guide to College Life*
Gay Rights, HQ76.8 .U5A664 JH-HS
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